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Resønance & Feedback

RESONANCE
FEEDBACK
... or a love story about BDSM, analog fetichism, black wires, copper & ferric objects

Resonance & Feedback stands for a praxis workshop about hand-made coils,
pick-ups, analog amplication, feedback and electromagnetism to create electromagnetic feedback over resonace ferric systems.
The following documentation has been completed since 2008, based on an empirical approach to electronics and magnetism.
It will be uploaded during the following years based on different collaborations
between workshop assistants, diy tecnology evolution, suggested bibliography
and personal re/search.
Different workshops has been made about this topic on different locations like:
Tramuntana Festival, Summerlab LABoral, Open Taqafa Casablanca, SommeKampf workstation HKW, HGB-Leipzig, HFK-Bemen, Mp19 ØpenLab and ://R
headquarters in Berlin.
This following information is intended to be used as a practice manual for such
kind of behaviours as it is, without any warranty to get fun, pain or joy by the
attendant.
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Excluding the dyselxia and the misspellings

A brief history on magnetism (( • ))
A brief information about electromagnetic feedback and soundart //
Devices:
• The first part of the project was developed with the LM386 a Low Voltage Audio Power Amplifier capable of driving up to 1/4 W.
The LM386 is a power amplifier designed for use in low voltage consumer applications. The gain is internally set to 20 to keep external part count low, but the
addition of an external resistor and capacitor between pins 1 and 8 will increase
the gain to any value from 20 to 200.
The inputs are ground referenced while the output automatically biases to onehalf the supply voltage. The quiescent power drain is only 24 milliwatts when
operating from a 6 volt supply, making the LM386 ideal for battery operation.
After some experimentation with the options that this IC gives:
- 20/200 magnification possibilities,
- bass-boost
- transistor based aplications
I decided to invest more time on coil making for the excitter and the pick-up.
Generally speaking when using an audio power amplifier (or nearly on
everything) you need to take care about impedance |Z| between the input and
the output. These |Z| should match the characteristics of the system you are
using:
- High impedance on the input (600Ω to 1K)
- Low impedance for the output (4 to 8Ω).
For this reason you really need to “study” the datasheet of your power amplifier.
On the following page there is some reduced nformation of the datasheet of the
LM386.
http://www.ti.com/lit/ds/symlink/lm386.pdf

After find different platforms, objects and technics to match coils and have the For counting windings the best technique I have developped is to reuse from an
first pair of matched coils for the input and the output, i decided to experiment old printer the IR emitter and receiver detector to locate the linear possition of
on mechatronics and microcontrollers to count and calculate this resistances the motor and then use a piece of wire to cut this IR line on each turn.
much more accurate, for this you need to know:
- Gauje of your copper wire (ø11-18-26-35)
- Resistance of the copper wire (normally on Ω / Km)
- That must be an enameled copper wire.
So first steps on coil making will be the calculator to realice the windings you
need for an specific coil.
If you want ot get a high impedance input coil (pick up) then you should go for
really thin wire -smaller than normal human hair- and for the low output impeHere some different techniques to coil winding:
dance (excitter) you should go for a thiker wire.

During the What the FLOK festival in Marselle organized by Reso-nance Numerique, Zinc and LFO, we had the chance to upgrade the design to a much
highly skilled / technical way with a robust microcontrolled coilwinding machine and for the first time using a 3D printer to make nice precission base coils.

Ok, all this information brings us to the last stable version to be made during
an afternoon on a workshop/home.

The design of the new device goes around TDA2003 a 10W power amplifier, 40
times more powerful than the previous one used.
So after experimenting with 1/4 W and optimizing the pick up and the excitter,
jumping to a 10W power ampl makes a BIG difference as you can imagine...
The TDA2003 is a 10W CAR RADIO AUDIO AMPLIFIER, what makes it robust enough to behave good on bad conditions, like short cold/heat, short-circuit on AC and DC conditions, as the TDA 2003 can withstand a permanent
short-circuit on the output for a supply voltage up to 16V)
http://pdf.datasheetcatalog.com/datasheet/stmicroelectronics/1449.pdf

The TDA2003 has improved performance with the same pin configuration as
the TDA2002.
The additional features of TDA2003
- very low number of external components
- ease of assembly
- space and cost saving
The device provides a high output current capability (up to 3.5A) very low harmonic and cross-over distortion. Completely safe operation is guaranteed due
toprotection against DC and AC short circuit between all pins and ground, thermal over-range, load dump voltage surge up to 40V and fortuitous open ground.
Now all the new design fits on a standard black box with a minimum size of
70x50x40 mm, without the use of any wire.
The unit gets powered by a standard 2,1mm power plug from 9-18v (12v/1A
recomended) with internal negative power or with a standalone 9v batery.
The Input and the output are 3,5mm jack conectos, where the input its also used
as the switch on/off for the circuit,as in the guitar effects pedals through a mono-jack wire.
The input can be used also for audio signal amplification, and to drive the ferric
systems with the resonant frecuencies.
The output is a mono channel on the line level range.

Resistors
R1 - 47Ω
R2 - 220Ω
R3 - 2,2Ω
R4 - 1Ω
R5 - 1KΩ
Capacitors:
C1 - 100µF
C2 - 470µF
C3/C7 - 100nF
C4 - 47nF
C5 - 1000µF
C6 - 10µF
50K Potentiometer
TDA2003
Standard LED
Power plug
Battery adaptor (if needed)

PCB printing layer

Signal control

Instrument making
Read:
Hopkin, B. Musical instrument Design, 1996, See Sharp Press.
H. Benade, A. Fundamentals of Musical Acoustics, 1990. Second, Revised Edition. Dover Books
Wood
Ebony wood - For corners because of its hardness
Mahogany - Sipo / Accajou - Bottom and sides
Fir - Spruce because of vibration
Hague / ETRE - sides
Fret - Metal strips on neck of guitar, bass, and different string istrument
Pickups
Bartolinni - Bass Guitar Pickup
Delano - Bass Guitar Pickup
Strings
Bass Bariton O92 Smooth finish
Daddario Exil Nickel Wound
Ernie Ball 2837
Coil Making:
Buy?
http://www.schattendesign.com/winder.htm
DIY!
http://drone.xulepth.fr/ttt/

Artists
C. Zollner
http://zaunerelektronik.net/2009/08/ancellique/
H. Ulfarsson
http://www.halldorulfarsson.info/halldorophones/halldorophone5
Emilien Ghomi
http://www.emilienghomi.com/
Florent Colautti
http://florentcolautti.net/projets/e-string/

Future:
The next developments and collaborations consists on:
- Making a better coilwinding machine, with all components and little 4 digit
counter installed on the side and a 3D printed housing
- Design a pcb for the coils so can be soldered straight forward to the base
- Design better coil structure with exciter and pickup connected but not inter
fiering between each other
- An autonomous sinus signal generator installed on the sistem, so have both
possibilities: Feedback and ~ signal control
- Making more (un)stable ferric resonance systems
- Playing with the systems!
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